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Introduction
Despite the passage of recent revenue

generating legislation such as the Revenu e

Reconciliation Act of 1993 (RRA '93), the

U.S. budget deficit remains a concern na-

tionwide .` Adding to this concern are the

fiscal implications of health care reform .

Various taxes have been proposed in con-

junction with health care reform . For ex-

ample, taxes on cigarettes, ammunition ,

and payroll have been suggested along

with more sweeping versions of tax reform

such as the credit-invoice or European-

style value-added tax (VAT) . In view of this

continued discussion about the need fo r

additional government revenue, this paper

reexamines the VAT and evaluates the so -

called "money machine' problem .

The automatic growth feature of rev-

enues under the VAT has been offered as

both an advantage and a potential disad-

vantage for this form of taxation . Propo-

nents of a VAT point to the stability of the

VAT as a revenue source while VAT critic s
fear that the VAT will become a money ma-

chine in the hands of the government . VAT

critics argue that the high revenue yield

per percentage of tax rate allows the gov-

ernment to finance a growing public sec -

tor by periodically raising the VAT rate

with less political risk, because the VAT i s

less visible to the taxpayer than is, for ex-

ample, an income tax .

Some European Community (EC) coun-

tries have relied on the VAT for more tha n

twenty years . 3 Accordingly, the EC experi-

ence is examined in this paper to deter-

mine whether the growth of the VAT out -
paced the growth of other forms of taxa-

tion relative to Gross National Produc t

(GNP) . The relative growth in taxation to

GNP is used to measure changes in tax

shares. The original objective of EC coun-

tries implementing VATs was to replac e

other existing forms of consumption taxes .

To the extent that a country successfully

accomplished this objective, the total

share of consumption taxes relative to it s

GNP should have remained fairly con-

stant. If the implementation of a VAT
caused any significant increase in the per-

centage of consumption taxes relative to

GNP, then this would provide evidence

that the VAT tends to become a mone y

machine in the hands of the federal gov-

ernment.

All EC countries that have adopted a

VAT have adopted a credit-invoice VAT ,

under which the tax is calculated and re-

ported based on a paper trail of invoice s

that develop at each stage of production .

There are, however, other forms of a VAT,

such as the subtraction-method VAT an d

the consumed-income tax which, while

having essentially the same tax base as a

credit-invoice VAT, may be more similar

operationally to an income tax. Only Ja-

pan currently employs a non-credit-in-

voice VAT, though many of these are un-

der active consideration in the U .S . The

results reported in this paper clearly ex-

tend to the possibility of the U .S . adopt-

ing a credit-invoice VAT, but may or may

not shed light on the consequences o f

the U.S . adopting an alternative-metho d

VAT.

The first section of this paper pre-

sents on overview of the VAT debate .

This is followed by a review of prior re -

search on the VAT The third section pre-

sents the research design used to mea-

sure both the changing tax shares in E C

countries and the stability of their respec-

tive tax systems . Included in this sectio n

is a discussion of the concept of tax

buoyancy. Fourth, the empirical test re-

sults for this analysis are presented . The

fifth section discusses the implications o f

EC VAT reform for U.S . tax policy. In-

cluded in this section is a brief review of

various U .S. consumption tax proposals .
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1. The VAT Debate
One reason often provided for intro-

ducing either the VAT or another form o f

taxation is the need for governments to

reduce their budget deficits or to elimi-

nate or reduce other taxes that are per-

ceived to have undesirable properties .

The VAT is sometimes offered as a solu-
tion that achieves deficit reduction with
minimal economic distortion and maxi -

mum efficiency. Efficiency is maximized

when consumers and businesses do not

alter their economic choices based on tax

considerations . Proponents argue that

the VAT, when compared to various form s
of income tax, discourages saving less

and hampers international trade less .

Critics maintain that it is a regressive tax

and expensive to administer and tends to

become a money machine for the govern-

ment once it is implemented . The follow-

ing section presents the mainstream argu -

ments for and against a value-added tax .

VAT proponents, such as Cnosse n

(1989), argue that the burden of a VA T

could be largely proportional, and not re-

gressive, with respect to lifetime rather

than annual income. The idea is that us-

ing lifetime measures of income and con-

sumption presents a more relevant gauge

of tax progressivity. Using lifetime mea-

sures essentially smoothes lifetime saving

instead of showing a pattern of saving ris-

ing and falling over a typical individual' s
lifetime .

Supporters of the VAT also argue that

it is not significantly different from othe r

taxes and deny the contention that it en-

courages higher taxes or elevates govern-

ment spending (Furchtgott-Roth, 1990) .

Indeed, a number of studies have deter-

mined that there may be little empirical

support for the argument that a VAT con-

tributes to increased spending and taxa-

tion (Alverson, 1986 ; Stockfish, 1985 ,

1987). However, these same studies indi -

cate that many of the VAT countries expe-

rience higher spending and taxation level s

as a percentage of GNP than non-VAT
countries. Cnossen (1989) suggests tha t
one way to restrain the alleged revenue -

raising properties of a VAT is to make sure
that the tax is as obvious as possible .

Opponents of the VAT argue that in -

creased tax revenues encourages large r
government spending and that the VAT

too easily raises additional revenu e

(Aaron, 1981) . As explained by Bickley,

they argue that a VAT is a money machin e

because the VAT is a partially hidden tax —

consumers pay a small amount of VAT

with each purchase and are not fully

aware of the aggregate VAT paid each year

(Bickley, 1990). This view is also ex-

pressed by McClure (1983) : "If foreign ex-

perience is any guide, introduction of a

VAT would facilitate growth of the relative
size of the federal government, whethe r

VAT was initially introduced to raise addi-

tional revenue or only as a substitute fo r

existing taxes "As noted by Nellor (1987) ,
in a political economy context, McClure' s

argument suggests that the tax-to-GNP ra-

tio may increase following the introduc-

tion of a VAT because of the relatively

lower political cost of increasing the rate

of VAT compared to alternative revenu e

sources (either that of taxes replaced b y

the VAT or other taxes) .

VAT opponents also criticize the argu-

ment that a VAT has a smaller adverse ef-

fect on saving and investment than other

forms of taxation (Bartlett, 1985) . A num-

ber of convincing studies support the con-

tention that a VAT does not increase sav-

ings in those countries where it is intro-

duced. Militzer (1990) showed that a

nation's savings rate is not influenced by
the degree to which it uses consumption

taxes or income taxes to finance its gov-

ernment. For example, Japan, with n o

VAT or retail sales taxes in 1986, had th e

highest saving rate of any OECD country

2



Figure 1
Average Tax Ratio
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except Luxembourg .

Finally, in a recent commentary,

Bartlett (1993) contended that the rising

share of tax revenues in the GNP of EC

countries since 1960 could be attributed to

the introduction of the VAT, as illustrated in

Figure 1 . The implication is that the VAT is

a money machine in government hands .

Another study cited by Bartlett also sug-
gested that the adoption of the VAT played

a significant role in raising the share of tax

revenues in a country's GNP (Nellor,

1987). Alverson (1986) studied this same

issue and found inconclusive results . The

next section takes a closer look at the five

previous studies that examined the rela-
tionship between VAT implementation and

rates of growth of taxes and spending in

OECD countries .

2 . Prior Research
Bannock (1986) examined data fro m

1983 and compares the taxation level in

VAT and non-VAT countries. He concluded

that VAT countries have higher tax level s

than non-VAT countries . However, thi s

study has been criticized for not examining

growth rates of the VAT and for only using

data from one year (Furchtgott-Roth, p .7) .

Furchtgott-Roth (1990) compared th e

experience of OECD countries with VATs

to those OECD countries without a VAT t o
determine whether VAT rates and revenues

have risen over time and whether the

implementation of a VAT was associate d

with an increase in total taxation and

spending in those countries with VATs .

First, the average growth rates of taxes and

spending were compared for VAT countrie s

before and after implementation of th e

VAT. Second, growth rates of taxes and

spending for VAT and non-VAT countries

were compared for similar time periods .

Furchtgott-Roth concluded that the

VAT was not associated with an increase in

the growth rate of total taxes or total

spending ; there was no significant differ-
ence between the average growth rates of

taxes and spending before and after th e

VAT was imposed in VAT countries ; and ,

the mean differences in the growth rate s

of taxes and spending between VAT and

non-VAT countries in similar time period s

were also insignificant . However, VAT

countries did have higher levels of taxe s

and spending than non-VAT countries

both before and after the VAT was im-

posed .

Alverson (1986) computed growth

rates between 1965 and 1982 for tota l

government outlays and receipts relative

to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1 1

VAT countries and an equal number of

non-VAT countries . Alverson determined

that outlays and revenues grew faster

throughout the entire period for the VAT

countries than the non-VAT counties .

However, the evidence was inconclusive
as to whether the introduction of a VAT

contributed to an increase or a decrease

in the overall level of government re-

ceipts and outlays when compared t o

GDP. He also found that countries with a

VAT generally had higher ratios of re-

ceipts and outlays to GDP than those

countries without a VAT. Interestingly,

Alverson found that fiscal deficits were
higher, on average, in VAT countries and

grew more rapidly after the introduction

of the VAT than in non-VAT countries, sug-

gesting that the implementation of a VAT

may not reduce a country's budget defi-

cit .

Nellor (1987) employed a method

called "event analysis" 4 to determine

whether the ratio of government revenue

to GNP increased systematically after the

introduction of a VAT in 11 European

countries. The empirical tests suggest

that, on average, a country introducing a

VAT imposed higher taxes relative to

GNP. Event analysis was also used to as-

certain the effect of the introduction of a

4



VAT on the tax ratio . According to Nellor,

the introduction of the VAT immediately

increased the tax ratio, which then per-

sisted at the higher level, though there

was less definitive evidence that the

growth of the tax ratio continued after

VAT implementation . The statistical valid-
ity of this approach has been criticized s o

it is not clear how one should interpre t

the results .
Stockfish (1987) examined the issue

of whether the VAT increases either the

ratio of total taxation or government

spending to GNP. He found that the rati o

of total taxes to GNP increased in both

VAT and non-VAT countries during the

period since the VAT was in place in most

VAT countries. Moreover, during this pe-

riod, the relative importance of indirec t

taxes, such as the sales taxes and the VAT ,

to total taxes appeared to fall in both VAT

and non-VAT countries, and indirect taxes
continued to be relatively less important

in the VAT-country revenue systems than

they were in non-VAT countries . During
the period in which the VAT was in place ,

however, total government spending, in-

cluding entitlement and non-entitlemen t

programs, was found to increase signifi-

cantly in both VAT and non-VAT countrie s

and this increase was greater in the VAT

than in the non-VAT countries . In both

groups of countries there was also a sig-

nificant reduction in government saving ,

either in the form of increased deficits ,

reduced surpluses, or an elimination of

surpluses and a shift to deficit spending .

VAT countries also exhibited a sharpe r

shift toward deficits (or reduced sur-

pluses) than did the non-VAT countries .

Stockfish's findings also seem to contro-

vert the claim that the implementation of

a VAT tends to lower a country's budget

deficit . He concluded that there was no

observable connection between govern-

ment spending and either the adoption or

avoidance of value-added taxation .

The Stockfish study has been criti-

cized because the sample of countrie s

adopting a VAT already had a national sale s

tax. According to McClure (1987) ,
Stockfish merely demonstrated that a

change in the form of national sales tax
did not have a dramatic effect on the rate
of growth of tax collections when com-

pared with countries with no VAT. More-

over, that finding does not shed any ligh t

on whether introducing a VAT in a coun-

try with no national sales tax would cause

the growth of government spending to ac-

celerate. The following section presents re-

search design used for this study.

3. Research Design
The studies summarized above pro-

vide motivation for further study.

Furchtgott-Roth claimed that reliance on

indirect taxation among EC countries in-

creased between 1975 and 1986. Accord-

ing to Furchtgott-Roth, indirect taxes in-

creased as a percentage of both GNP and

total taxation . Stockfish, came to the op-

posite conclusion . He compared 1971 to

1983 and found that EC countries reduced
their reliance on indirect taxation. If the

money machine concern is a valid one for

EC countries, then indirect taxes in gen-

eral and the VAT in particular should b e

increasing as a percentage of GNP and/or

total taxation over time relative to other

types of taxation. However, if the state d

objective of EC countries was achieved ,

namely, to replace one form of direct tax

with a superior tax in the form of the VAT ,

then the VAT should have replaced other

forms of consumption taxes without ex-

tracting larger shares of tax revenues fro m

the private sector . For purposes of this

study, the relative growth of the VAT in E C

countries will be examined from three

perspectives . First, VAT rates are explore d

after implementation to determine the

size and direction of their movement .
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Figure 2
Tax as a Percentage of GNP
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Second, consumption tax and VAT ratio s

relative to GNP are examined to clarify

their direction of change after VAT imple-
mentation . Earlier studies have arrived at

conflicting conclusions with respect t o

this issue. Third, in an effort to avoi d
drawing misleading conclusions from com-

paring two years of data, the tax buoyancy

methodology is also used to discover ho w

EC countries have changed their reliance

on individual taxes over a 20-year period .

3.1 Tax Buoyancy

The concepts of tax elasticity and tax

buoyancy are critical ingredients of th e

modern theory of taxation (Mansfield ,

1972) . They measure the responsivenes s

of tax yield to changes in national income

and play a large role in determining the

amount of revenue flowing to the publi c

treasury. Growth in tax revenues may oc-

cur through automatic responses of the

tax yield through changes in national in-

come and/or through the imposition of

new taxes, revision of the rate-structure o f

existing taxes, expansion of the tax bases ,

tax amnesties, and tougher complianc e

and enforcement measures . Changes i n

tax yield resulting from the modificatio n

of tax parameters (i .e ., rates, base, etc . )

are called "discretionary changes" which

stem from legislative action . With tax pa-

rameters held constant (i .e ., discretionar y

changes being removed) automati c

changes in tax yield resulting from varia-

tions in national income measure the elas-

ticity or built-in flexibility of a tax or a ta x

system. Changes in the tax yield flowing

from the combined effects of automatic

response and discretionary changes in tax

yield resulting from variations in national

income measure the elasticity or built-in

flexibility of a tax or a tax system . Tax

buoyancy measures the change in the

overall tax yield from changes in GNP.

Elasticity coefficients of various indi-

vidual taxes and tax groups can also be

determined by disaggregating the tax sys-

tem. These coefficients can be used to

identify which types of taxes are contrib-

uting to rapid revenue growth and which

types are responsible for lagging revenu e

growth. Some view high tax elasticitie s

to be good as they allow growth in ex-

penditures to be financed by rising ta x

revenue without the need for politically

difficult decisions to raise taxes (Scary,

1978). Major sources of government rev-
enue may also have a low elasticity, in

which case authorities may be forced to

seek additional revenue by introducing

discretionary changes . Many analysts
therefore see low elasticity as an impor-

tant tool in restraining government

spending .

Measures of tax buoyancy are used to

analyze the growth of EC tax revenues

over the 1970-1990 period, an era of tax

reform, especially with reference to the

implementation of the VAT. The tax

buoyancy of each country's VAT is exam-

ined, along with the buoyancy of the

other individual components of the tax

system. Appendix A contains a more de-

tailed discussion of tax buoyancy.

4. Empirical Results
The relative growth of the VAT in E C

countries was examined from three per-

spectives . The evolution of the VAT rate s

are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . Second ,

consumption tax and VAT ratios relative

to GNP were examined to clarify thei r

direction of change after implementa-

tion. The results of these comparison s

are presented in Tables 3 through 6 . Fi-

nally,Table 7 shows the results of using

the tax buoyancy methodology to mea-

sure how EC countries have changed

their reliance on individual taxes over a

20-year period .

Table 1 presents VAT rates from 197 0
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Table 1
Evolution of VAT Rates in the EC

(Percentages)

'70 '71 '72 73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 ' 9 2

Belgium - 18 18 18 18 18 16 16 16 17 17 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 1 9

Denmark

	

12 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 18 20 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 25

France

	

23 23 23 23 20 20 20 20 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1 8

Germany

	

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 1 4

Greece

	

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18 18 18 18 18 1 8

Ireland

	

- - 16 16 19 19 20 20 20 20 25 25 30 35 35 23 25 25 25 25 23 21 2 1

Italy

	

- - - 12 12 12 12 12 14 14 15 15 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 1 9

Luxemberg

	

8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 5

Netherlands

	

12 14 14 16 16 16 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 20 16 16 18 18 1 8

Portugal

	

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16 16 17 17 17 17 1 6

Spain

	

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 12 12 12 12 12 1 3

U .K .

	

- - - 10 10 8 8 8 8 8 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 17 1 7

Average

	

13 15 15 15 15 12 15 15 14 14 16 17 17 19 19 18 17 17 17 17 17 17 18

8



Table 2
Percentage Change in VAT Rates for EC Countries

Year of VAT
Implementation

VAT Rate a t
Implementation

VAT Rate
In 1992

Percentage
Change

Belgium 1971 18 19 6

Denmark 1967 10 25 15 0

France 1968 20 18 -1 0

Germany 1968 10 14 40

Greece 1985 18 18 0

Ireland 1972 16 21 28

Italy 1973 12 19 58

Luxemberg 1970 8 15 88

Netherlands 1969 12 18 50

Portugal 1986 16 16 0

Spain 1986 12 13 8

U.K . 1973 10 17 70

EC 14 18 33
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Table 3
VAT Revenues as a Percent of Total Taxatio n

Selected Years, 1971-1990

VAT Revenues as Percent ofTotal Taxation

1971 1975 1983 1986 1990

Belgium (1971) 18 .1 15 .9 16 .6 15 .0 9 . 3

Denmark (1967) 18 .2 16 .9 21 .1 19 .4 18 . 5

France (1968) 26.0 23.1 20.2 17 .0 18 . 5

Germany (1972) 17 .1 14 .6 16 .9 15 .3 17 . 0

Greece (1986) - - - - 25 . 2

Ireland (1972) - 14 .7 16 .8 20.9 20 . 6

Italy (1973) - 14 .7 14 .3 14 .7 14 . 7

Luxemberg (1970) 11 .1 12 .0 12 .0 13.3 13 . 9

Netherlands (1969) 15 .6 14 .4 14.8 16.4 16 . 5

Portugal (1985) - - - 16 .8 19 . 7

Spain (1985) - 14 .8 15 . 8

U.K. (1973) - 8.8 14 .0 15 .7 16 . 6

Average 17 .6 15 .0 16 .3 16 .4 16 .1

10



Table 4
VAT Revenues as a Percent of GNP

Selected Years, 1971-1990

VAT Revenues as Percent of GNP

1971 1975 1983 1986 1990

Belgium (1971) 0.4 6.6 7 .5 7 .5 7 . 2

Denmark (1967) 7 .6 7 .0 10 .1 9.8 10 . 0

France (1968) 8 .9 8 .5 8 .7 8 .7 8 . 1

Germany (1972) 5 .6 5 .3 6.3 6 .0 6 .4

Greece (1986) - - - 9 . 2

Ireland (1972) - 4.6 5 .0 7.8 7 . 7

Italy (1973) - 3 .6 4.7 5 .0 5 .7

Luxemberg (1970) 2 .1 5 .1 4 .9 6.4 7 . 0

Netherlands (1969) 5 .5 6.3 7.3 7.3 7 . 5

Portugal (1985) - - - - 6 . 8

Spain (1985) - - - - 5 . 4

U.K. (1973) - 3 .1 5 .1 6.0 6 . 1

Average 5 .0 5 .6 6.6 7.2 7.3

1 1



Table 5
Consumption Tax Revenues as a Percent of GN P

Selected Years, 1971-1990

ConsumptionTax Revenues as Percent of GNP

1971 1975 1983 1986 199 0

Belgium (1971) 12.5 11 .0 12 .0 11 .4 11 .4

Denmark (1967) 15 .8 13 .9 16 .6 17 .9 16 . 2

France (1968) 13.2 12 .3 12 .9 12 .9 12 . 3

Germany (1972) 10.3 9 .7 10 .2 9 .5 10 . 3

Ireland (1972) 16.0 14.7 17 .9 17 .1 15 .8

Italy (1973) 10.5 7 .7 9 .2 9 .4 11 . 0

Luxemberg (1970) 7 .2 9 .0 10 .3 11 .7 11 .8

Netherlands (1969) 11 .2 10 .6 11 .3 11 .9 11 .9

U.K. (1973) 10.1 9 .0 11 .3 11 .8 11 . 1

Average 11 .0 10.4 12 .3 13 .1 12 .8
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Table 6
Non-VAT Consumption Tax Revenues as a Percent of GN P

Selected Years, 1971-199 0

Non-VAT Consumption Tax Revenues as Percent of GNP

1971 1975 1983 1986 199 0

Belgium (1971) 4.9 4.4 4.4 4 .2 4 . 2

Denmark (1967) 7.9 6.9 6.8 8.0 6 . 2

France (1968) 4.2 3.8 3.9 4 .5 4 . 2

Germany (1972) 4.6 4.4 3.9 3.7 3 . 9

Greece (1986) - - - - 7 . 5

Ireland (1972) 15 .0* 10 .1 9 .7 9.0 8 . 1

Italy (1973) 10 .6* 4 .1 4 .1 4 .1 5 . 3

Luxemberg (1970) 3 .5 3 .9 5 .1 5 .3 4 . 8

Netherlands (1969) 4 .7 4.3 4.4 4.4 4 . 4

Portugal (1985) - - - 16 .8 15 . 2

Spain (1985) - - - 5 .7 4 . 3

U.K. (1973) 10.2* 5 .9 6.0 5 .9 5 . 0

Average 7.2 5 .7 5 .3 6.5 6 .1

*VAT not implemented as of 1971 .
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to 1992 and shows a tendency for EC VAT

rates to rise. Of the 12 EC countries, only

France had a lower rate in 1992 than it did

in 1968, the year of VAT implementation .

Two countries that have recently em-

braced the VAT (Greece and Portugal ,

1987 and 1986 respectively) had identical

VAT rates in 1992 to their initial rate s

upon implementation . The average per-
centage increase for all VAT rates as pre-

sented in Table 2 was 33 percent . These

changes range from an increase of 15 0

percent in Denmark to a decrease of 10

percent in France. Thus, a general review

of VAT rates suggests that VATs, once

implemented, may have the tendency to

become money machines that extract eve r

increasing shares of tax revenue from the

private sector. To investigate this further,

the changes in consumption tax ratios ar e

presented in the following section .

Stockfish based his conclusions on a

comparison of the years 1971 and 198 3

and Furchtgott-Roth compared 1975 and

1986. Therefore, these years are include d

for this study. For 1971, as noted in. Table

3, the average VAT rate was 17 .6 percent .

This percentage actually declined to 16 . 1

percent in 1990 . However, a different re-

sult is drawn from a comparison of th e

years of 1975 and 1986 . On average,VAT

revenues as a percent of total taxation in-

creased over this period . Accordingly,

based on these years, the evidence sup-

ports Furchtgott-Roth in her assertion that

average reliance on the VAT increased

among EC countries . The fact that two

earlier studies came to opposite conclu-

sions and were both correct illustrates th e

problem with this methodology. Errone-

ous conclusions can be drawn from com-

parisons of only two years of data .

Table 4 presents the evolution of VAT

revenues as a percentage of GNP. To ascer-

tain a trend in these ratios, 5 year intervals

were examined beginning with 1970 . On

average, these percentages increased by

about 20 percent . This data supports the

contentions of Furchtgott-Roth that VAT

revenues have a tendency to increase

over time. It is important to note how-

ever, that in general all EC taxes as a per-

centage of GNP were increasing over thi s

period. France is the only country tha t

experienced a decline in VAT revenues a s
a percentage of GNP.

Table 5 shows there was very little

change in total consumption taxes as a

percentage of GNP. This is consisten t

with the initial stated intent of EC coun-

tries upon implementing their VATs . In

general, the VAT was scheduled to replace

existing turnover taxes and not necessar-

ily to increase the overall tax burden . I t

must be noted that total consumptio n

taxes experienced a modest increase over

this period from 11 .0 percent in 1971 to

12 .8 percent in 1990 . As can be seen in

Figure 2, with the exceptions of Denmark ,

Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Portugal ,

the VAT was implemented in the EC to re -

place other consumption taxes . However,
the effect of VAT implementation in these

countries apparently caused the average

burden of all consumption taxes in the EC

to increase .

Table 6 shows that non-VAT consump-

tion taxes also declined over this period ,

implying the EC countries reduced their

reliance on these taxes . This is consistent

with the results presented in Tables 4 and

5. If VAT revenues increased as a percent-

age of GNP and total consumption taxes

as a percentage of GNP changed little ove r

this period, then non-VAT consumption

tax revenues as a percentage of GNP mus t

have decreased over this period . The

question is whether the decrease in non-

VAT consumption taxes offset the in-

crease in the VAT. If not, then total con-

sumption taxes increased in the EC and

some evidence is provided for the "money

machine" concern . As noted earlier, bas-
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Table 7
Tax Buoyancy of EC Tax Systems, 1970-1990 *

AVE BEL DEN FRA GER GRE IRE ITA LUX NET POR SPA UK

VAT 1 .24 1 .56 1 .18 .94 1 .13 1 .22 1 .39 1 .11 1 .40 1 .14 1 .04 1 .14 1 . 6
R2 * .62 .98 .99 .98 .81 .94 .99 .96 .99 .98 .76 1 .96

Other Cons. 1 .05 .96 1 .07 .96 .97 .98 1 .02 1 .04 1 .31 1 .05 1 .17 .95 1 . 0
R2 .99 .99 .99 .99 .80 .98 .99 .98 .99 .99 .78 9

.99

Total Cons. 1 .09 1 .06 1 .11 .95 1 .03 1 .17 1 .11 1 .04 1 .34 1 .08 1 .12 1 .02 1 . 0
* .97 .99 .99 .98 .99 .99 .99 .98 .99 .99 .99 4

.93

Individual 1 .12 1 .33 1 .08 1 .13 1 .07 1 .09 1 .25 1 .37 1 .17 .86 1 .05 1 .14 .92
R 2 * .62 .99 .98 .97 .78 .99 .99 .97 .94 .97 .76 .98

Corporate 1 .11 1 .06 1 .40 .98 1 .16 1 .14 .89 1 .31 1 .17 1 .09 .94 .90 1 . 2
R 2 * * .98 .94 .97 .95 .83 .96 .99 .93 .96 .86 .78 2

.95

Soc . Sec . 1 .14 1 .22 1 .27 1 .17 1 .27 1 .03 1 .23 1 .01 1 .13 1 .21 1 .12 .91 1 . 1
R 2 * .99 .74 .98 .99 .78 .98 .99 .96 .98 .99 .75 0

.99

Property 0.95 .95 .92 1 .27 .96 .65 .58 .88 1 .27 1 .18 .90 .83 .98
R 2 .91 .51 .97 .95 .82 .91 .98 .96 .97 .92 .76 .98

Total taxes 1 .06 1 .17 1 .10 1 .06 1 .11 1 .02 1 .11 1 .11 1 .20 1 .08 1 .09 .98 1 .0
R 2 .99 .98 .99 .99 .80 .99 .99 .97 .99 .99 .77 2

.98

VAT implemented after 1970 : Ireland 1972; UK 1973; Portugal 1987; Spain 1987 ; Greece 1987 .
All coefficients are significant at 1% level .
Average coefficients significantly different than one:

*1% **5 %



ing conclusions on limited data compari-

sons can lead to confounding results . To
avoid this problem, the question of how

EC tax systems evolved over this period i s

examined from the perspective of tax

buoyancy. The results of these tests are
presented in Table 7 .

4.1 Tax Buoyancy

As noted in Table 7, the overall buoy-

ancies of EC Member States' tax system s

varied significantly. The buoyancy of the

total tax system is a measure of how total

tax revenues changed with respect to the

change in that country's GNP. The coun-

tries and their overall tax buoyancies are
listed in Table 7 . An increase in the tax ra-

tio occurs whenever the percentage

change in taxation exceeds the percentage
change in GNP. With the exception of

Spain, all of these measures exceed the

value of one . Accordingly, the overall tax
burden was increasing for each of thes e
countries over this period .

The country with the largest measure

of tax buoyancy was Luxembourg with
1 .20. Belgium had the second highest tax

buoyancy, a measure of 1 .17. The overall

tax buoyancies of the next six countries '

tax systems were significantly smaller .

These tax buoyancies ranged from 1 .11 to

1.08. The countries with the lowest over-

all tax buoyancies ranged from 1 .06 in

France to 0 .98 for Spain. These countrie s

experienced very little growth in tax rev-
enues with respect to GNP over this pe-

riod .

In terms of the tax buoyancy of indi-

vidual components of EC tax systems, the

VAT had the highest tax buoyancy in six of

the 12 EC countries . The social security

tax had the highest tax buoyancy in two

countries. Non-VAT consumption, indi-

vidual income, corporate income, and

property taxes each had the highest tax

buoyancy in a single country.

The VAT experienced the highes t
growth as a percentage of GNP for all

countries over this period . The second

largest increase took place in the area of

social security taxes . It is also important

to examine the growth of total consump-

tion taxes as a percentage of GNP. If the

VAT replaced existing turnover taxes ,

then the coefficients for total consump-

tion taxes should be close to one . Table 7
shows that these coefficients were, on av-

erage, significantly different from one . Ac-
cordingly, while the increase in the VAT

had the highest rate of growth over this

period, non-VAT consumption taxes also

increased. Therefore, total consumption

taxes grew over this period. These results

provide evidence that EC countries which

implemented VATs experienced a modest

increase in overall consumption taxes . I t

is hard to cite this growth as an example

of the VAT as a runaway money machine .

5 . Implications of
E.C. VAT Reform for
U.S. Tax Policy

5.1 Current U.S. Tax System

During the period from 1965 to 1990 ,
the U.S . decreased its reliance on corpo-

rate income, consumption (sales), and

property taxes as a percent of total taxa-

tion. The social security tax experienced

the largest increase, to 29 .5 from 16.4 per-
cent of total taxation. The next largest in-

crease occurred in the individual income

tax, which increased to 35 .9 from 30 . 5
percent (see Figure 3) .

At just under 30 percent of GNP, the

U.S. has experienced the most consisten t

tax ratio as compared to any of the other

OECD countries. Based on the historical

evidence, without a corresponding de-

crease in another form of taxation, tw o
possibilities exist upon the implementa-
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Figure 3
U.S. Tax System
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tion of a U .S.VAT Either the tax ratio will
remain constant near the 30 percent or i t

will increase beyond its historical level .
According to the tax mix hypothesis as

described by Nellor (1987), the introduc-

tion of the VAT may be expected to cause

the tax ratio (burden) to increase . More-

over, unless the VAT is used as a replace-

ment of an existing tax such as the corpo-

rate income or payroll tax, it seems un-

likely the tax ratio would remain at its cur -

rent level of just under 30 percent . Addi-

tionally, given the pressures to reduce the

U.S . federal budget deficit, it seems this

historical percentage of just under 30 per-
cent may be in jeopardy.

5.2 Relevance of EC Experience for
U.S. VAT

As explained by McClure (1987), the

countries of the EC that switched to a VAT

enjoyed certain benefits from their deci-

sion. For the most part, however, their

decision was based on factors that have

limited relevance for the United States .

EC Member States generally replaced inef-

ficient turnover taxes with a relatively

neutral VAT, yielding a clear economic and

administrative improvement . The discus-

sion about introducing a VAT in the U .S .

raises issues that were not considered i n

the European debate . The situation in the

U.S. is such that there is no defective fed-

eral sales tax to replace with a VAT. In ad-

dition, if a U .S.VAT were to be a source of

additional revenue, the VAT must be com-

pared with existing or other possible

sources of revenue . However, the VAT ex-

perience in the EC provides evidence tha t

governments can implement this form o f

taxation without extracting ever-increas-

ing amounts of revenue from the private
sector.

The VAT decision in the U.S . is also

complicated by a factor that played littl e

role in Europe—our federal system of gov-

ernment. State and local governments

have long seen the general sales tax a s

their private fiscal domain . Introduction

of a federal VAT would most likely b e
viewed as an unwelcome intrusion b y
state and local governments . Two addi-

tional issues that are often raised with re=
spect to a U.S.VAT are the need for har-

monization of federal and state bases and

the possibility of sharing revenues from a

federal VAT with the states .

5.3

	

Current Proposals for a U.S.
VAT

As noted by Norton (1993), ther e

seems to be growing discussions on the
topic of tax reform in the United States .
Much of the tax reform debate has cen-

tered on the idea of adopting a European-

style VAT to augment or replace part of

the income tax system. A more revolu-

tionary idea is to replace the entire exist-

ing tax system with a far simpler tax cod e

designed to encourage savings and invest-

ment. David Bradford, a noted Princeton

economist, has proposed such an idea un-

der the concept of a "consumed incom e

tax." In a pure consumed-income tax sys-

tem at the individual level, income that i s

saved would be the only deduction al-

lowed from total income. At the corpo-

rate level, the income tax would be re -

placed with a much simpler tax on cash

flow. Accordingly, the tax would elimi-

nate nearly all questions of the timing of

income and expense and their conse-

quent complexity. The obstacles to ac-

complishing such massive change are for-

midable . For example, deductions and

exemptions have long been incorporated

into the tax code to reflect the differen t

economic circumstances of taxpayers .

Nevertheless, this tax reform paradigm is
being proposed by Senators Sam Nunn (D-

Ga.) and Pete Domenici (R-N.M.)5 .

As explained by Morris (Institutional

Investor, 1993), the European-style VAT

remains a serious option in the tax reform
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process. The most recent genesis of the
VAT discussion can be traced to Rep . Al

Ullman's proposal in 1980 . 6 Since then, a

number of proposals have surfaced in

Congress .'A more sweeping and compre-

hensive version of VAT-based tax refor m

has been proposed recently by Rep . Sam

M . Gibbons (D-Fla), current Chairman o f

the House Ways and Means Committee .

The Gibbons proposal uses the VAT to re-

place part or all of the current income tax

system .'

6. Conclusions
Despite the significantly changing

rates for the VAT, in general, EC countrie s

have not changed their reliance on con-

sumption taxes generally over the period

from 1970 to 1992 . The implementation

of the VAT largely replaced other existing

consumption taxes, and with the excep-

tions of Denmark, Luxembourg, Nether-

lands, and Portugal, the relative tax burdens

of indirect taxes have remained stable

over this period despite the implementa-

tion of VATs. However, in these four

countries the VAT increases caused total

consumption taxes to increase over th e

period examined .

In terms of tax buoyancy, while th e

VAT experienced the highest rate o f

growth over the period, non-VAT con-

sumption taxes showed a small rate of

growth. These results support the initial

contention by EC countries that the VAT

would simply replace existing indirect

taxes. The second fastest growing tax, as

compared to GNP, was the social security

tax. This was followed closely by the cor-

porate income tax, In the United States ,

the social security tax had the highest rat e

of growth of any type of tax .

An increasing number of proposals

have surfaced in recent years regarding

the possible implementation of a VAT in

the United States . Based on the EC expe-

rience, a few conclusions can be drawn .

First, it appears that credit-invoice VATs

can be implemented without becoming

money machines if they replace other

money-machine taxes. Second, unless

the VAT or other consumption tax i s

implemented as a replacement of an ex-

isting tax, it is likely that the U .S. tax rati o

would increase beyond its historical level

of just under 30 percent of GNP. Third,

the evidence also suggests that a VAT may

not necessarily portend an absolute re-

duction in the U .S. budget deficit .

Endnotes
I The Omnibus Budget Reconciliatio n

Act of 1993 was signed into law on Au-

gust 10, 1993 .
2 The money machine argument sug-

gests that once the VAT is implemented, i t

can be used by federal governments to

extract ever growing percentages of taxa-

tion from the private sector.
3 Of the twelve EC countries, mos t

had VATs in place by 1973 . VATs were
implemented in 1986 for Spain and Portu-

gal and in 1987 for Greece .

4 Event analysis focuses on the effect

of the event by removing the effect o f

other systematic variables and examinin g

the residuals of the model estimated .

This model is used frequently in the fi-

nance literature . If the introduction of a

VAT has no effect on the tax ratio, the re-

siduals would be randomly distribute d

around zero and the expected value of

the residuals before the introduction of a

VAT would not be statistically differen t

from the expected value of the residual s

after the introduction of a VAT .

5 See generally, 93 TNT 206-182, Full

text; background material from Sympo-

sium on Nunn/Domenici Proposal for Sav-

ing-Exempt Income Tax (SEIT) . Release

date: October 5, 1993 . Doc 93-10509 .

6 Rep. Ullman's proposal, H .R. 7015 ,
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The Tax Restructuring Act of 1980, in addi-

tion to introducing a VAT, would have re-

duced by 1 .8 percent both the employe r

and employee rates of FICA tax, reduced

individual income taxes by $40 billion,

and reduced corporate income taxes b y
$50 billion .

7The Business Transfer Tax was intro-

duced by Sen. William V. Roth Jr., R-Del ;

Sen. Ernest F Hollings, D-S .C., introduced

S. 442 in 1989 and S . 169 in 1991 . In the

House, former Rep. Schulze introduced
H.R. 4598 in 1986 and H.R. 3170 in 1991 ;

also in 1991, Rep. John D . Dingell, D-
Mich., proposed H.R. 16, a credit-invoice
VAT, to pay for health care coverage . Addi-
tional VAT proposals have been put forth

more recently by Sen . David L. Boren, D-
Okla., Sen. John C. Danforth, R-Mo., Sen .

Sam Nunn, D-Ga., and Sen . Pete V.

Domenici, R-N.M .
8 See, e .g ., Ways and Means Commit-

tee, hearings on International Competi-
tiveness June 7, 1991 .
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Appendix A

Tax Buoyancy

Definition of Buoyancy

Tax buoyancy measures the responsiveness of countries' tax revenue to changes i n

GDP. Although the buoyancy of tax revenue to income can be distinguished in aggregate

models as a single number, it is more realistically conceived as the weighted average of

the sum of the buoyancies of separate taxes that may have widely diverse responses to

changes in income . Accordingly, overall tax buoyancy must be examined by studying th e

separate buoyancies of individual taxes . In addition, the buoyancy of any separate ta x

may be decomposed into the product of the buoyancy of the tax to its base, and th e

buoyancy of the base to income .

ATk BR ABk Y
BYTE,=( ABk xTk )( AY xBk)

Where :

BYThy =

	

Buoyancy of tax k with respect to income (Y) .

Tk

	

=

	

revenue from kth tax

Y

	

=

	

income (GNP )

Bk

	

=

	

base of kth tax

Analysis of income buoyancy in this fashion also allows authorities to identify the part of

revenue growth within their control . For example, the tax-to-base portion of buoyancy

may be raised by an improvement in administration or by an increase in progressivity .

Accordingly, the tax-to-base portion is partly within the control of authorities. Some

would argue that the growth of the tax base lies outside the control of the authorities .

Others, on the other hand, would contend that tax policy indeed has a definite effect on

the growth of revenue and of the base (GNP) . According to Meltzer and Richard (1983) ,

higher taxes reduce incentives to work, lower aggregate income, and thus, decrease ta x

collections.
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Measurement of Buoyancy

The measurement of tax-to-income buoyancy has been the subject of considerabl e

study. It has been found that in the least squares regression

log T = log a + B log Y ,

the regression coefficient (B) gives the percentage change in tax receipts (T) that accompanie s

a 1 per cent change in income, i.e., it is the coefficient of income buoyancy . This form of

the equation relating taxes and income is used to obtain a measurement of buoyancy . Such a

form suggests that the relation between revenue receipts and income is approximated by the

function :

T=aY B

from which the double log function is derived . This equation contains an important

assumption that the income buoyancy is constant over the range of income considered . This

constancy requires that the proportionate response of the tax to an income change of 1 pe r

cent will be the same, regardless of the level of income . Since no attempt is made to

measure changes over long historical periods or great changes in per capita income, th e

assumption should be reasonably valid (Mansfield, p . 428) . The stability of the elasticity

(buoyancy) is also measured using the CUSUM and CUSUMQ tests for these data .' These

tests suggest that the models are unstable for the following countries during the following

periods: Belgium 1973-1982, France 1980-1985, Ireland 1975-1984, and the United Kingdo m

1980. Selected countries with unstable elasticity coefficients are also presented . The level of

the statistic R 2 is also presented for each country. This figure gives an indication of whethe r

or not the function is well specified, it measures the goodness of fit of the functional

relationship being measured .

1 . See Econometric Analysis, Second Edition, William H . Greene, p . 217-218 .
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